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Abstract— A new methodology for analysis and forecasting of
time series is proposed. It directly employs two techniques: the fuzzy
transform and the perception-based logical deduction. Due to the
usage of both of them and due to the innovative approach consisting
in a construction of several independent models, the methodology is
successfully applicable for robust long time predictions.
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1 Introduction

We propose a new methodology for forecasting time series
which is based on combination of two techniques: fuzzy trans-
form and perception-based logical deduction. The proposed
methodology consists of two phases: analysis of a time series
and its forecast. In both phases, the above mentioned tech-
niques play an essential role.

The organization of the work is as follows. After prelimi-
naries and recalling the techniques in Section 2, we continue
with a detailed description of the proposed approach in Sec-
tion 3. Then we demonstrate the results in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

Let us briefly recall the main tools employed in the sug-
gested approach, thefuzzy transform(F-transform) [1] and the
perception-based logical deduction[2, 3], in particular.

2.1 Fuzzy (F)-Transform

Fuzzy transform, in detailed described in [1], consists in two
transformations. The first one, sometimes called the direct
one, maps a continuous function defined on a fixed real inter-
val [a, b] into ann-dimensional vector. The inverse one maps
the vector back to the space of continuous functions.

The F-transform is defined with respect tobasic functions
forming a fuzzy partition.

Definition 2.1 Let c1 < · · · < cn be fixed nodes within[a, b],
such thatc1 = a, cn = b andn ≥ 2. We say that fuzzy sets
A1, . . . , An ∈ F([a, b]) arebasic functionsforming a fuzzy
partition of [a, b] if they fulfill the following conditions for
i = 1, . . . , n :

1. Ai(ci) = 1;

2. Ai(x) = 0 for x /∈ (ci−1, ci+1) where for the uniformity
of the denotation we putx0 = x1 = a andxn+1 = xn =
b;
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Figure 1: Graphic presentation of distinct fuzzy partitions.

3. Ai is continuous

4. Ai strictly increases on[ci−1, ci] and strictly decreases
on [ci, ci+1];

5. for all x ∈ [a, b]

n∑

i=1

Ai(x) = 1. (1)

Usually, theuniform fuzzy partitionis used i.e.n equidis-
tant nodesci = ci−1 + h are fixed. Let us remark that the
shape of the basic functions is not predetermined and it can be
chosen based on further requirements. For some examples of
fuzzy partitions fulfilling the Definition 2.1, see Fig. 1.

Definition 2.2 Let a fuzzy partition of[a, b] be given by basic
functionsA1, . . . , An, n ≥ 2 and letf : [a, b] → R be an
arbitrary continuous function. Then-tuple of real numbers
[F1, . . . , Fn] given by

Fi =

∫ b

a
f(x)Ai(x)dx
∫ b

a
Ai(x)dx

, i = 1, . . . , n (2)

is thedirect fuzzy transform (F-transform)of f with respect
to the given fuzzy partition.F1, . . . , Fn are thecomponentsof
the F-transform off .



In practice, functionf is usually not given analytically but
we are at least provided by some data obtained, e.g., by some
measurements. In this case, Definition 2.2 can be modified in
such a way that finite summations replace definite integrals in
formula (2).

Let us be givenn basic functions forming a fuzzy partition
of [a, b] and let the functionf be given atT > n fixed nodes
x1, . . . , xT ∈ [a, b]. We say that the set of nodes{x1, . . . , xT }
is sufficiently dense with respect to the fuzzy partitionif

(∀i)(∃t) Ai(xt) > 0. (3)

Definition 2.3 Let a fuzzy partition of[a, b] be given by basic
functionsA1, . . . , An, n ≥ 2 and letf : [a, b] → R be a func-
tion known at a set{x1, . . . , xT } of sufficiently dense nodes
with respect to the given fuzzy partition. Then-tuple of real
numbers[F1, . . . , Fn] given by

Fi =

∑T

t=1 f(xt)Ai(xt)∑T

t=1 Ai(xt)
, i = 1, . . . , n (4)

is the (discrete) direct F-transformof f with respect to the
given fuzzy partition.F1, . . . , Fn are thecomponentsof the
F-transform off .

Since this paper deals with the application of the F-
transform to the analysis and prediction of time series, i.e.,
discrete problem, there is no danger of confusion and we may
easily, for the sake of simplicity, omit the word “discrete”and
simply talk about the “F-transform” in the rest of the paper.

The F-transform off with respect toA1, . . . , An will be
denoted byFn[f ] = [F1, . . . , Fn]. It has been proved [1]
that the components of the F-transform are the weighted mean
values of an original function where the weights are given by
the basic functions.

The original functionf can be approximately reconstructed
(with the help of the inversion formula) from its fuzzy trans-
form Fn[f ]. The function represented by the inversion for-
mula is called theinverse F-transform.

Definition 2.4 Let Fn[f ] be the direct F-transform off with
respect toA1, . . . , An ∈ F([a, b]). Then the functionfF,n

given on[a, b] as follows

fF,n(x) =

n∑

i=1

FiAi(x), (5)

is called theinverse F-transformof f .

The inverse F-transform is a continuous function on[a, b]
no matter whether we have started from analytically given
continuousf or we have been given only function values on
a sufficiently dense set. Anyhow, for the time series problem,
we consider the inverse F-transform at the same points where
the original function is given.

2.2 Perception-based Logical Deduction

In this subsection, we briefly recall the main idea of the
perception-based logical deduction(PbLD). For details, let us
refer to [2, 3].

The PbLD is a method of deducing conclusions on the basis
of a linguistic descriptionwhich is a set ofm fuzzy/linguistic
rules:

IF x1 is A11 AND · · · AND xq is A1q THEN z is B1

. . .
AND
. . .
IF x1 is Am1 AND · · · AND xq is Amq THEN z is Bm

(6)
whereA11, . . . ,Anq,B1,Bm are specific linguistic expres-
sions calledevaluative expressionswhich have the form

〈 linguistic hedge〉 { small, medium, big}.

Note that extension ofA is a functional value of its intension
in a pointw. These extensions are specific fuzzy sets having
the form depicted in Fig.2. Let us shortly mention, that formal
theory of evaluative linguistic expression is a deep and firm
theory and it would be out of range of the conference paper to
recall it in a more detailed way to readers. Therefore, we refer
to its detailed description and justification published in [4].
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Figure 2: Fuzzy sets representing typical evaluative linguistic
expressions.

In the frame of the above outlined theory, that the rules in
(6) are taken as genuine conditional expressions of naturallan-
guage that are interpreted accordingly, see [5], i.e. intension
and extensions of them are also defined. The extension of each
rule is a special fuzzy relation computed using a t-norm (usu-
ally minimum) and Łukasiewicz (residual) implication.

By perceptionwe understand an evaluative expression as-
signed to the given value in the given context. The choice
of perception is not arbitrary and besides the context, it also
depends on the topic of the specified linguistic expression.
The PbLD method uses a sophisticated algorithm for choos-
ing the best fitting rule(s). The most proper crisp output is
obtained using a DEE (Defuzzification of Evaluative Expres-
sions) method [2].

2.3 Time Series

Let
{xt|t = 1, . . . , T} ⊂ R, T ≥ 3 (7)

be a given time series. The task is to analyze and forecast the
time series, i.e., to determine values

{xt|t = T + 1, . . . , T + k} ⊂ R, k ≥ 1. (8)

There are two standard approaches to forecast a time series.
The first one uses autoregressive and moving averages models
of the so calledBox-Jenkins methodology[6]. This approach,



no matter how useful and successful in forecasts it may be,
besides stationarity and seasonality provides us with a non-
transparent and non-interpretable analysis. Therefore, it is not
appropriate for an extension by means and tools directly us-
ing the fuzzy sets theory, where the interpretability and trans-
parency play a crucial role.

Remark 2.5 A study presenting Takagi-Sugeno rules [7] in
the view of the autocorrelation Box-Jenkins methodology has
been published [8]. Nevertheless, the Takagi-Sugeno rulesare
rather regression-based than linguistic-based in comparison
with (6). Analogously, distinct neuro-fuzzy approaches, which
are on the border of neural networks, Takagi-Sugeno models
and evolving fuzzy systems, are very often and successfully
used [9, 10]. But well tuned Gaussian fuzzy sets with a cen-
troid at node5.6989 and a width parameter equal to2.8893
(see [10]) constructed as a product of an employed optimiza-
tion technique are undoubtably far from the interpretability
of systems using models of fragments of natural language.
Therefore, these approaches, no matter how effective and pow-
erful, are closer to standard regression methods.

The second approach consists in the so calleddecomposi-
tion [11] of a time series where each elementxt of the time
series is decomposed into the following components

xt = Trt + St + Ct + Et (9)

whereTrt, St, Ct, Et are thet-th trend, seasonal, cyclicand
error components, respectively.

Trend and seasonal components may be analyzed. The
cyclic component is a bit problematic. The name “cyclic”
comes from the economical cycles which are not regular and
they are dependent on many outer factors to be analyzed from
the past. The error component is a random noise which basi-
cally cannot be forecasted and therefore is omitted from our
further considerations.

After these omissions, for further investigation, usuallythe
following simplified decomposed model is considered

xt = Trt + St. (10)

Remark 2.6 Formulas (9) and (10) describe so called addi-
tive decomposition. Using multiplications instead of summa-
tions, we would get the multiplicative decomposition. Since
the treatment is analogous, for the sake of simplicity we re-
strict our focus on the additive ones but the further methods
and results are similar.

3 Proposed approach

Let us introduce our suggested approach directly employing
the techniques briefly recalled in Section 2.

3.1 Trend and Seasonal Analysis

Traditional approach to the trend analysis assumes the trend
to be an a priori given function, e.g., linear, polynomial, ex-
ponential or a kind of a saturation function such as sigmoidal
function, for instance. This approach simplifies the analysis,
which consists in a regressive determination of parametersof
the predetermined function, and even the prediction, which
consists in a simple prolongation – i.e. in an evaluation of the
determined trend function at nodesT + 1, . . . , T + k.

Figure 3: Time series with its inverse F-transform. Standard
trend analysis would be inappropriate due to irregular cyclic
changes.

But such an approach is not always the most proper one,
see Fig. 3. The problem is that such an approach where we fix
a trend function for the whole domain is too restrictive. The
trend may change during the measurements of a time series
especially in case of a long time series. For such cases, com-
plicated adaptive trend changing models are constructed. As
a typical example, we may especially in these days of the fi-
nancial crisis recall the equity indexes where we may hardly
simply prolong the trends while very often after robust growth
radical and dramatic falls come followed by stagnation and
then again by growths, due to the cyclic influences. Here, the
prolongation might be very often the worst thing we may ap-
ply in predictions.

We propose the F-transform method for the trend descrip-
tion. The F-transform does not fix any shape of the curve, but
it possess powerful approximation, noise reduction and com-
putational properties [12].

The time seriesxt may be viewed as a functionx on the
interval [0, T ] which we are not given analytically, but we are
provided by measurementsx(t) = xt at nodest = 1, . . . , T .
Let us build a uniform fuzzy partition according to Definition
2.1 such that each basic functionA2, . . . , An−1 “cover” the
number of nodes equal to the number of nodes belonging to a
season. For example, in case of a time series on the monthly
basis, each basic function covers 12 point except basic func-
tionsA1, An which cover the first and the last 6 nodes, respec-
tively. So, the set of nodes is sufficiently dense with respect to
the fuzzy partition. From now on, we will explicitly refer to
such a time series on the monthly basis since everything may
be easily generalized for a different seasonality.

Remark 3.1 Usually, we are provided by some additional in-
formation about a time series, for example that it is a GDP
growth per month. In cases, when such information is not
at disposal or does not lead to a sufficient knowledge to de-
termine the seasonality (diesel engine pressure etc. [13]),
the perception-based logical deduction with appropriate rules
may be successfully used. For details, we refer the reader to
[14].

Let Fn[x] = [X1, . . . ,Xn] be the F-transform of the func-
tionx w.r.t. the given fuzzy partition and letxF,n be its inverse



F-transform. The inverse F-transform will serve us as a model
of the trend component (including cyclic changes). It does not
fix a priori some shape of the function. Therefore, we may
easily from (9) with omitted error component determine the
seasonal componentsSt

St = xt − xF,n(t) (11)

wherexF,n(t) = Trt + Ct.

3.2 Trend Forecast

The suggested approach to the trend analysis implicitly treats
also possible cyclic component influences without compli-
cated adaptive trend changing mechanisms. This is a signifi-
cant difference to the classical approach, where we first model
the trend only and then determine the seasonal components
which are influenced by the cyclic irregular changes. Our ap-
proach treats the problem the other way around and the trend
modelxF,n primarily serves us to get pure seasonal compo-
nents without the cyclic influences.

On the other hand, we cannot easily forecast such a trend
model by the prolongation, i.e. by the evaluation of the prede-
termined fixed trend function at nodest = T + 1, . . . , T + k.
Due to the drawback of such a traditional approach, it is not
disadvantage but vice-versa, as explained below.

We follow the idea of [15] and for the trend forecast, we em-
ploy the perception-based logical deduction. As antecedent
variables, we consider the F-transform components of the
given time seriesXi, i = 1, . . . , n as well as their differences
of the first and the second order

∆Xi = Xi − Xi−1, i = 2, . . . , n
∆2Xi = ∆Xi − ∆Xi−1, i = 3, . . . , n

(12)

respectively.
So, we will deal, e.g., with fuzzy rules such as the following

one

IF ∆Xi−1 is A∆i−1 AND Xi is AiTHEN ∆Xi+1 is B.
(13)

The differences of the F-transform components expressing
the time series trend (and the cycle) of distinct orders are ca-
pable to describe the dynamics of the time series better than
the F-transform components itself. Fuzzy rules such as (13)
may describe logical dependencies of the trend changes (hid-
den cycle influences) which is highly desirable and suggested
in comparison with the standard prolongation of the trend ob-
served in the past. The advantage of the transparently inter-
pretable form of the rules using fragments of natural language
is doubtless. This might be helpful in better understandingof
functionalities and motive factors determining the changes in
a process yielding the analyzed times series.

Let us mention that fuzzy rules such as (13) are automati-
cally generated by thelinguistic learningalgorithm [16] im-
plemented in the software package LFLC 2000 [17] from the
F-transform components of the time series and their differ-
ences.

Remark 3.2 Although the fuzzy rules are also generated
from the past, the suggested approach may be able to learn,
describe and successfully predict the future of equity indexes
mentioned as a motivation example at the beginning of Sub-
section 3.1. Of course, if a similar progress has been observed

and measured in the past. Prolongation of a trend function is
not capable of this task.

3.3 Independent Models

Fuzzy rules and the perception-based logical deduction
may help us to forecast next F-transform components
Xn+1, . . . ,Xn+ℓ of the time series from which we easily de-
termine trend components of the time series as the values of
the inverse F-transformxF,n+ℓ(T + 1), . . . , xF,n+ℓ(T + k),
whereℓ < k.

The problem may appear when the forecast is supposed
to be for a too long term. In case if we want to pre-
dict the time seriesxt on a monthly basis for the next
18 months, we first have to forecastXn+1. For this, we
use componentsX1, . . . ,Xn and differences∆X2, . . . ,∆Xn,
∆2X3, . . . ,∆

2Xn. Then, using the same fuzzy rules and
antecedent variablesX1, . . . ,Xn+1, ∆X2, . . . ,∆Xn+1 and
∆2X3, . . . ,∆

2Xn+1 we may forecastXn+2. And finally,
we are able to forecastXn+3 based onX1, . . . ,Xn+2,
∆X2, . . . ,∆Xn+2 and∆2X3, . . . ,∆

2Xn+2.
Clearly, there is a danger of the forecast error propagation

since we forecast from forecasted values. The longer-term
prediction, the higher is the damage.

To overcome this problem, we suggest to build a finite num-
ber of independent trend forecasting models using the tech-
nique described in Subsection 3.2. For the sake of simplicity,
let us consider∆Xi−1 and Xi as the antecedent variables.
Then set of rules (13) will serve us as a model for the predic-
tion the next F-transform componentXn+1.

Similarly, a set of rules

IF ∆Xi−1 is A∆i−1 AND Xi is Ai THEN ∆Xi+2 is B
(14)

generated again by the linguistic learning algorithm from the
differences of the F-transform components, will serve us asa
model for the prediction the next but one F-transform compo-
nentXn+2. And analogously, we may build the third model

IF ∆Xi−1 is A∆i−1 AND Xi is Ai THEN ∆Xi+3 is B
(15)

and further models, if necessary because of a longer-term fore-
cast than just to next 18 valuesxT+1, . . . , xT+18.

The suggested approach fully avoids the problem of the er-
ror accumulation due to the “forecasting from forecasted”.

3.4 Seasonal Component Forecast

Forecasted F-transform componentsXn+1, . . . ,Xn+ℓ deter-
mine the trend and cyclic components of the time series pre-
dicted for the future which are given as the values of the in-
verse F-transformxF,n+ℓ(T +1), . . . , xF,n+ℓ(T +k). To fore-
cast the seasonal components and to compose them with the
latter values is the last step in the time series prediction proce-
dure.

The seasonal components are forecasted as follows. Let

Sξ = [Sp·(ξ−1), Sp·(ξ−1)+1, Sp·(ξ−1)+2, . . . , Sp·(ξ−1)+p−1]
(16)

be theξ-th vector of the seasonal components (11) wherep
denotes the period of the seasonality, i.e., in our case of a time
series on a monthly basisp = 12 and theSξ is the vector of
the January, February etc. to December measurements of the
ξ-th year.



Stationarity assumption on the seasonal component of the
time series is considered, i.e., we assume thatSξ is a linear
combination of previousθ vectorsSξ−θ, . . . ,Sξ−1. It means
that we generate the following system of equations

Sξ =

θ∑

j=1

dj · Sξ−j , ξ > θ (17)

to which we search for the optimal solution with respect to
coefficientsd1, . . . , dθ. The computed coefficients are then
used to determine theSξ

Let us mention that the stationarity is a standard assumption
which might be easily checked, see [6, 18].

Composition of both forecasts, of the forecasted F-
transform components and the seasonal components is the last
step to get the overall time series forecast. It is done inversely
to the original decomposition which was either additive or
multiplicative.

3.5 Optimization

There are some unknown parameters in the whole procedure
which are to be determined individually for every single time
series. Basically, it is the list of antecedent variables for the
prediction of the F-transform components, the number of the
antecedent variables and the parameterθ.

The time series is divided into thelearning setand the
validation setin such a way that the latter one is given by
the last values of the times series of the length equal to the
expected forecast. It means, the learning set is given by
{x1, . . . , xT−k−1} and we cut{xT−k, . . . , xT } off the time
series to determine the validation.

There is a software [19], developed at theInstitute for Re-
search and Applications of Fuzzy Modeling, where the para-
metersθ and the maximal number of antecedent variables are
set up by a user. Then the software computes all possible com-
binations of antecedent variables up to the maximal number
and combines it with seasonal components determined based
on the optimal solution of (17) for all possibleθ, again up to
the pre-specified maximal one. For this computations, only
the learning set is used.

All computed models are used to forecast{x′

T−k, . . . , x′

T }
and these forecasts are compared with the validation set
{xT−k, . . . , xT }. As a suggestion to a user, all models are
ordered according to a pre-specified error criterion which
may be generally arbitrarily. A user may then employ
any of the optimized and tuned models for the forecast of
xT+1, . . . , xT+k.

4 Demonstration

We applied our approach to analyze and forecast 111 time se-
ries on a monthly basis from theArtificial Neural Network
& Computational Intelligence Forecasting Competition NN3.
All the time series were “real-world” and chosen from differ-
ent fields such as economy, meteorology, industry etc. while
no such an information about the meaning or an origin of any
time series was provided to participants.

There were 580 participants who registered to the compe-
tition and downloaded the time series but only 25 finally af-
forded to submit their results which illustrates the complicacy
of the task to deal with such a huge and heterogenous set of

time series. This fact is even supported by the average15.44%
error result (measured by SMAPE - Symmetric Mean Ab-
solute Percent Error) obtained by commercial statistical soft-
wareForecastProfor the whole set of time series. Let us note
that theForecastProsoftware was used only as a benchmark
together with five other benchmarks. Let us also remark that
it employs all the existing standard techniques from the Box-
Jenkins methodology while participants were limited by a sin-
gle method of a non-statistical nature.

Our approach (without the construction of independent
models at that times) took the 12th position with the overall
average error18.81%. In an unofficially evaluated subset of
time series with a seasonal character, our approach took the
3rd rank among all participants and even beaten four of the
six statistical benchmarks. The average error in this category
measured by SMAPE was12.7%.

The construction of independent models may even improve
the results. For an illustration, let us turn the attention to the
time series NN3106 from the competition, see Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Time series NN3106 from the NN3 competition.

It is a 126 months long time series with a hardly deter-
minable trend - a typical representative of an appropriate time
series for our approach. We cut off last 18 months to create a
validation set and we use the first 114 months as a learning set
to determine our model. The model may be used to forecast
the last 18 months and then compared with the original time
series values forming the validation set. There is the blackline
displaying the validation set of the original time series inFig.
5.

The dotted grey line in the same figure denotes the fore-
cast made by our methodology with a single trend prediction
model optimized as described in Subsection 3.5. The gen-
erated model consisted of 15 fuzzy rules with the following
3 input variablesXi,∆

2Xi,∆
2Xi−1 and the output variable

∆Xi+1. The SMAPE error was5.70%.
If we generate 3 independent models – all of them with

the following 3 input variablesXi,∆
2Xi,∆

2Xi−1, every
one of them predicting a different F-transform component
– ∆Xi+1,∆Xi+2,∆Xi+3, respectively, we improve the re-
sults. Due to the F-transform, the above mentioned 3 mod-
els predicting independently 3 first order differences of the
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Figure 5: Time series NN3106 (black line) and its two fore-
casts, one based on our methodology with a single model (dot-
ted grey line), one forecast employs our methodology with 3
independent models (dashed grey line).

F-transform components are fully sufficient to forecast values
of 18 months ahead. The improve results are depicted by the
grey dashed line on Fig. 5 and yielded error4.77%.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel fuzzy approach to analysis and pre-
diction of time series. It directly uses two techniques, theF-
transform and the perception-based logical deduction. Their
combination helps to avoid the classical problem with prolon-
gation of a pre-specified curve. Moreover, due to the inter-
pretability of fuzzy rules used by the perception-based logical
deduction, a user may get into a deeper understanding not only
of the automatically generated model but also to the whole
process whose measured samples yielded the analyzed time
series.

Furthermore, due to the F-transform and the possibility to
construct several independent trend forecasting models using
fuzzy rules, we may easily produce long-time forecasts with-
out the influence of the propagated and accumulated error due
to the forecasting from forecasted values.
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